PROFESSIONAL VS LITE VERSIONS
MAIN FEATURES
DHCP
Multi-tenant
DNS Server
LDAP Management
Network Management/Routing/Firewall
Certificate Manager
Fax Server
Contact Center
Professional Reporting and Wallboards
Unlimited Auto Attendants
XAPI
DUNDi
Scheduled Tasks
Custom Scripts
Conference Bridges
Call Recording
Voicemail
Voicemail to Email
Emergency Lines
Ring Groups
Virtual Extensions
Paging/Multicast Paging
Find-Me Follow-Me
Personal IVR
Scheduler
Ringing Services

LITE

PRO

One

Unlimited

FACT SCOPTEL feature list is too extensive to list here! Contact us for more information!
VoIP solutions from ScopServ International Inc. are well renowned to be a reliable and superior alternative to traditional and wellknown proprietary systems. SCOPTEL IPBX integrated system provides one of the most stable and feature filled environments
available on the market.
Transparency, versatility and trust are paramount for ScopServ when it comes to serving our clients. Regular testimonials and
letters of appreciation give us pride and satisfaction in our daily process.

SCOPSERV INTERNATIONAL INC.
4486, Gouin W. Blvd, Montreal (Qc) H4J1B7
www.scopserv.com / info@scopserv.com / 1-866-722-3292

DIFFERENT LICENSES
License PRO
The PRO version has been developed with the strongest possible focus on Telephony by IT professional
developers that are the best in their fields. This marvelous piece of software incorporates all of the bells and
whistles anyone would want to have on their telephony system. Not only does SCOPTEL provide you with the
greatest Unified Communication platform and tools available, it provides you with outstanding versatility when it
comes to customizing, adapting and supporting any need you may have.
License LITE
The LITE version is a lower cost solution for those that do not need all of the bells and whistles the Professional
version offers. It is composed of all the strengths and capabilities of the Professional version has to offer but
without some features SMB do not really need. You need to upgrade to PRO? You can upgrade to the full PRO
version within seconds. Just purchase the upgrade and as soon as you receive your order confirmation, you can
download the software key to unleash the full power of the best communication platform available.
License CORPORATIVE
The corporate license is widely used by enterprises that have many locations and want to manage their licenses
on their own (attributing the number of users and tenants available within their organization), while having a single
location for all maintenance, servicing, invoicing and capitalizing on a reduced cost per licensed user. The
CORPORATE license is managed with a single MASTER license that has as many sub licenses (managed
separately) as needed. Only on the MASTER license do additional users and tenants need to be purchased.
Licence ITSP-PAYG
The ITSP-PAYG (Pay as you grow) is one of our best sellers as this version provides TRUE MULTI-TENANT
features and, Internet Telephony Service Providers finally have the ability to restrict features to individual tenants
and collect revenue for additional features and services. This version of SCOPTEL includes all of the state of the
art and renowned features ScopServ has developed since its debut back in 2003.
The PAYG offering is an easy to manage and very stable platform. And unlike other multi-tenant systems, it does
not need to run on separate virtual machines for each tenant. This provides our clients with the reliability, stability,
manageability, and the profitability they desire.
The appropriately named ITSP-PAYG version lets you grow at your own pace and fully leverage all of the features
that the SCOPTEL platform has to offer you and your customers.
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